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### Wheat is Stronger

Heavy Buying Continues in Spite of Holiday.

**THE TENDENCY IS UPWARD**

American Crop Believed to Be Oversold and Higher Valley Levels for After the Turn of the Year—Bigger Yields Anticipated.

In some of the near approach of the Winter season the settlement in the wheat markets, leading one to think that there would be a larger crop than in the last year, will not be possible.

A number of local producers have already had their harvest made up to second or third time and have since the harvest been made up to the Fall market.

The tendency for this year is to be a larger crop than that of the last year.

### High Rate Ignored

Money Market Condition Has Small Effect on Stocks.

**LITTLE INTEREST IS SHOWN**

National Bank Reserve Regarded as Sustaining, Pressing Exchange Home Takes Another Fall. Bonds Intact.

### Stocks Are Small

Reports of Light Supplies Cause Covering by Shorters.

**CHICAGO MARKET IS UP**

Wheat Prices Open Easy, Because of Liverpool Stocks, but Some Advance and Close Near the Top Point.

### Daily City Statistics

**BERRIES IN MIDWINTER**

Proof of Oregon's Balmy Climate on East Side.

With the center of one of the Berry belt states having to Footstock gardens for the most part, the climate on East side.

### Hamburg-American

**THE WAY TO GO EAST**

NEXT TRIP THE EASTERN DIVISION LEAVES PORLAND, OREGON, FRIDAY, JANUARY 1, 1904.

**GREAT NORTHERN BULLETIN**

**To the Orient**

**Canadian Pacific**

**WILLAMETTE RIVER ROUTE**

**COOS BAY LINE**